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Peeled is an independent magazine focused on 
honesty, self-reflection and healthy mindsets. 

It is a place for young adults to be encouraged 
to not shiled themselves from life’s challenges 

but to engage with them. We aim to promote 
a holistic overview of wellbeing through 

encouraging balanced lifestyles as well as love 
and acceptance of ourimperfections, whilst 

maintaining Peeled’s serious note of raising 
awareness of mental health. 

MISSION STATEMENT



    EDITORIAL POLICY

Peeled strives to engage with their target audi-
ence of young adults by taking on the challenge 
of expressing and embracing the un-talked about 
subject which is very present in today’s socie-
ty – mental health. We aim to both educate and 
encourage in terms of the holistic approach we 
give to the magazine as well as the presence of 
a healthy lifestyle that will feed throughout in 
order to enforce that all of our imperfections, 
insecurities and vulnerabilities should be some-
thing we love and embrace, not fear and reject. 

The stigma that resides with mental health is 
so relative to today’s society and Peeled will 
express the reality of these serious issues 
through a magazine that is both minimalistic and 
organic. Self-reflection is a key theme that will 
be communicated through both the use of edito-
rials and interviews with people who are living 
with a mental illness, exploring how and if they 
have come to terms with it and how it has ef-
fected their lives.  

Ultimately, Peeled will be an outlet where 
everything is open. We want our readers to be 
inspired, uplifted, and finally celebrate their 
individuality.



Peeled will follow a neutral and clean aesthetic 
with a strong consideration of negative space. 
By combining both fashion and lifestyle will 
enable the magazine to not only raise awareness 
of mental health but also encourage a healthy 
lifestyle. The minimalistic layout will allow 
clear focus of imagery and easy to read format-
ted text. By following a muted colour palette 
with minimalistic layout will dampen the serious 
identity of mental health in a positive sense. 
Additionally, by including lighter content, 
such as the healthy lifestyle and eating pages 
will similarly provide a similar effect for the 
reader. This allows individuals to relate to it 
and adapt there lifestyles in a healthy way and 
therefore not allow the magazine to become too 
heavy and negative for the reader. Peeled aims 
to underline the serious qualities of mental 
health whilst encouraging a healthy lifestyle in 
order to not fear and overwhelm the reader but 
to inspire, uplift and promote individuality.   

We have looked at a variety of sources rang-
ing from magazines to brands in order to gain a 
deeper insight of the traditional magazine con-
ventions and how these could be broken in or-
der to differentiate Peeled from those already 
in the market. Those we have already looked at 
consist of In clover, BRYGG, Dansk and several 
more. These were very informative and provided 
inspiration and ideas which will enable visual 
communication with the viewer.

VISUAL IDENTITY



We strongly considered the overall concept and 
the mood we are aiming to reflect through Peeled 
magazine. We have strongly focused on the pro-
ductional factors of the magazine; in which 
Peeled has been produced in an environmentally 
friendly way. By using recycled paper, it sup-
ports the healthy and honest overall view of the 
magazine., whilst using acetate as a form of 
layering and reflecting a symbolic interpretation 
of the name Peeled.These will also contribute to 
the way Peeled will feel to the reader. Having 
these tactile qualities is quite important and 
adds a perosnal touch to the maagzine. However 
as high quality recycled paper is quite expen-
sive along with the use of acetate, we have had 
to reflect this in the price. To keep with the 
muted theme, Peeled magazine is going to have a 
matte finish in order to aid the clean and read-
able approach of the magazine.To continue the 
honest astehtics of the magazine, Peeled will be 
either binded using the method of coptic stitch 
of perfect bounding.We felt perfect would be 
suitable when considering the number of pages 
whilst the coptic stitch binding seemed atrac-
tive due to its handmade and personal qualities, 
realting to our honest and authentic focus, 



FASHION DIRECTION Peeled aims to reflect an element of the mental health concept 
through the use of garments. The fashion is going to be kept 
clean, contemporary and minamilistic through the use of a muted 
colour palette and unusual silohouettes and shapes of garments, 
inspired by Cos and Shaun Harris. In a symbolic way, we feel 
these contemporary garments could suggest anxiety, depression, 
seasonal affective disorder and other psychological,emotion-
al and social factors causing an unbalanced wellbeing. This is 
highlighted through not revealing the face, using unusual shaped 
clothing and muted colours along with limited clothing shoots, 
revaling skin, “peeling” away the layers and highlighting vul-
nerabilities.  



The independent fashion and lifestyle magazine – 
Peeled aims to capture our focus on the reality 
of mental illness and healthy lifestyles through 
our honest, educational and self reflective con-
tent. Peeled aims to express the un-spoken topic 
of mental health through a series of interviews 
and fashion editorials. We feel it is time to 
explore these concealed subjects, considering 
their relevance to today’s society. We aim to 
achieve this by reflecting these health issues 
through garments in the fashion editorials as 
well as anonymous interviews with the suffer-
ers themselves and the professionals who work 
within this sector. This allows us to therefore 
look into mental health through a broad per-
spective and therefore engaging readers who re-
late to these illnesses as well as professionals 
and perhaps simply those who have an interest 
in this profound topic. During this content, 
Peeled’s objective is to not fear and reject our 
imperfections, insecurities and vulnerabilities 
but to embrace, love and conquer. This message 
will also be conveyed through Lush and Bare min-
eral inspired pages, looking into natural body 
products on the skin and displaying Peeled’s own 
natural handmade products along with the simple 

recipes on how to make these in your own home. 

CONTENT

Whilst raising awareness of mental health, 
Peeled plans to lighten the tone with simplicity 
and positivity by promoting healthy living. We 
aim to achieve this through Peeled’s own healthy 
eating focus with natural, clean and nourishing 
recipes and images. Through Peeled's focus on 
holistic wellbeing, we hope to encourage read-
er’s - sufferers and non-sufferers of mental 
health to self reflect and be pro active within 
their lifestyles. Therefore, through Peeled’s 
minimalistic and organic feel of the magazine, 
we aim to inspire, uplift and celebrate individ-
uality.  







Peeled aims to target young adults between the 
age range of 20 to 30 years with the intention 
of breaking down the conventional age group 
of 20 to 27 year old magazine target consum-
er. We feel Peeled will mainly attract a female 
readership, particularly those individuals who 
have an interest in health, beauty and life-
style although we still feel there is a possi-
ble gap for a male reader. On a deeper note, 
Peeled aims to engage with individuals who are 
both experiencing or have an interest in mental 
health. 

A Peeled reader...
Peeled aims to target a readership of those who 
enjoy or aspire to take a step back in life to 
enjoy lifes simple moments and pleasures like 
healthy eating and wellbeing.Peeled also is for 
those who have an interest in or suffer from 
mental health issues. We want to provide a mag-
azine with content to inspire, uplift and edu-
cate. An individual who would have an interest 
in Peeled would have a passion for food, life-
style, trips to galleries and would perhaps em-
joy shopping at Cos, Anthrapologie and Zara.      

READERSHIP
COMPETITORS 

In Clover
£12.80, lifestyle magazine in its third volume 
that promotes a slower pace of life. It's con-
tent predominantly looks at culture, sustainable 
fashion and ethical living. 



Beauty Papers 
£9 founded by Maxine Leonard and Valerie Wickes. 
Bi annual magazine that rallies against the cor-
porate ideal of beauty and aims to inspire the 
reader to embrace their own beauty.
 

DANSK 
£5.99 A Nordic magazine aiming to finding the 
best and most exciting in fashion whether that 
be models photographers or stylists. 



BRYGG
£13.78 Independent magazine from Norway. Managed 
and directed by Mikal Strom, ‘Brygg is all about 
showcasing the best in coffee culture, while 
celebrating the art of conversation’

Teeth
£7.99 Founded and directed by Devin Duckworth 
Bi annual magazine looking at fashion, art, mu-
sic and culture. ‘Highly-curated, concept-driv-
en work is the visual approach to all of Teeth’s 
captivating content’



Kinfolk 
£16.19 Nathan Williams, Editor in Chief & Exec-
utive Creative Director. Kinfolk is the leading 
independent lifestyle magazine that much like 
Peeled wants to promote a happier slower pace 
of life and interestingly focuses on cultivating 
culture and promoting readers to spend more time 

with their friends and family. 

FUNDING 

Peeled magazine will obtain funding from various 
investors and companies through the following:

 Selling ad space
 Subscriptions
 Sponsorship
 Pre-launch party

 sponsors:
 Lush
 Yoga Heaven
 Vita Coco 

 

Pre-launch Party
Peeled will host an event in co-operation with 
Ecstatic Dance whereby subscribers and other 
interested people will come to a session tak-
ing place from 8am until 12pm. A yoga and medi-
tation section and smoothie bars with botanical 
cocktails will all be available and of course 
– dancing is a must! A completely alcohol free 
zone ready to give your body that detox its been 
craving in order to promote the healthy life-
style that our magazine promotes. This will give 
the public a deeper insight to the message that 

Peeled wants to give to the world. 



POTENTIAL STOCKISTS 
Compton News
Magazine Brighton
magCulture
Kioskafe
Wardour News
Magma
Tate Modern
Claire Du Rouen
Selfridges
Infinity Foods
Planet Organic

We feel Peeled should be ideally stocked in lo-
cations such as London and Brighton, which we 
feel is where a large percentage of our demo-
graphic will be spending time. We feel they are 
the hub for todays society, particularly when 
considering the fashionable and current topics 
of healthy, clean lifestyles and the un-talked 
about subject of mental health. We feel Peeled’s 
potential stockists could be places such as spe-
cialist bookshops and newsagents alongside one 
or two commercial stores for convenience, acces-
sibility and to aid the establishment of Peeled. 
We would also like Peeled to be stocked in mu-
seums, department stores, Cafes and healthy food 
and lifestyle shops. This will allow us to main-
tain and reflect the mood and aesthetics of this 
indepdant fashion and lifestyle magazine.    



PROMOTIONAL STRATEGY 

In order to gain awareness for the new launch of 
the magazine Peeled; a campaign is going to be 
formed raising the awareness of mental health 
issues and how individuals feel as if they have 
to hide there identities in order to fit into so-
ciety today. As the magazine is only targeting a 
small demographic, there is going to be a sub-
scribing scheme to other platforms of communi-
cation (Tumblr and Peeled blog) before the mag-
azine is launched. By these means it will keep 
the potential customers fully updated with both 
editorial and promotional content as well as 
some insights into the mood and content, which 
will also enable them to be informed about the 
launch. Forming an awareness campaign in order 
to promote the magazine which will attract po-
tential business as well as communicate the mag-
azines image. By attracting and integrating with 
the niche target market allows a rememberable 
product. Therefore by having the first 100 issues 
of Peeled containing a free give away at the the 
exhibition campaign/ launch will allow a strong 
corporate image to be formed attracting poten-
tial customers. 

LOCATION OF THE LAUNCH 

Potential launch venues

Tate Modern Turbine Hall
White Cube
Wellcome Trust

We chose these locations for the launch of 
Peeled magazine because we felt it would be a 
suitable venue considering the demographic. We 
felt art galleries were of interest to these in-
dividuals. Addtionally, we felt these locations 
had a link to our mental health focus along with 
the asthetics of the magazine which are mina-
milistic and clean, like the interior spaces at 
these venues. 



ADVESRTISEMENTS RATES 

Double Page Spread…………………………….£4,800
Specified DPS……………………………………….£5,200
DPS First Half……………………………………….£5,000
Single Page…………………………………..........£2,700
Single Page Specified……………………………£3,200
Single Page First Half……………………………£3,000
Half Page…………………………………………….. £1,200
Inside Front Cover……………………………....£4,000
Inside Back Cover…………………………………£3,200

SPONSORSHIP 

Lush
Yoga Haven

Vita Coco 

We decided to choose Lush, Yoga Haven and Vita 
Coco for Peeled’s sponsorships. This was due to 
their relevance to our magazines content. We 
felt Lush refelcted our focus on natural beauty 
and we admired their honest and natural feel as 
Lush sells natural handmade products. We chose 
Yoga Haven and Vita Coco because of our focus on 
promoting a healthy lifestyle with exercise and 
food/drink. 

PRINT SPECIFICATIONS 

All using recycled paper:

Double Page Spread
Trim: W 420mm x H 297mm  
Bleed: W 426mm x H 303mm
Type: W 400mm x H 277mm

Full Page
Trim: W 210mm x H 297mm
Bleed: W 216mm x H 303mm
Type: W 190mm x H 277mm

Half Page
Trim: W 210mm x H 144mm
Bleed: W 216mm x H 150mm
Type: W 190mm x H 134.2mm
 
Half Double Page Spread
Type: W 402mm x H 135mm

One-Quarter Page
Type: W 93mm x H 135mm
Peeled will be bound using either coptic or per-

fect binding . 
COSTING

As part of our research into the final price of 
Peeled, we decided to look into a range of sim-
ilar magazines.We found that alot of these were 
priced between £6 and £12. From looking at this, 
we decided to price peeled at £8. 



CONTACT DETAILS 

If you would like to recieve additonal informa-
tion on Peeled or further information regarding 
specifc departments please contact us.

Art Directors - Nadia Guarino and Georgie 
Clarke-Gifford
N.Guarino1@uni.brighton.ac.uk
G.Clarke-Gifford1@uni.brighton.ac.uk

Photographer/Stylist - Mikaela Simlas and Lydia 
Clarke
M.Smilas1@uni.brighton.ac.uk
L.Clarke1@uni.brighton.ac.uk 

PR - Isabella Salini and Natasha Perkin 
I.Salini1@uni.brighton.ac.uk     
N.Perkin1@uni.brighton.ac.uk 


